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Welcome to the second issue of The Deep Dive, BUC’s quarterly(-ish) platform for 
deeper reflections on the fabric of our congregation, what we do here together, 
and how we do it. This church year, we are devoting each issue of this publication 
to aspects of BUC’s three-part vision of ministry: Foster a stronger culture of en-

gagement, stewardship, and fellowship; direct our resources and decision-making toward fully and explicitly 
being anti-racist, anti-oppressive, and multicultural; and commit to meaningful action to significantly reduce 
consumption of non-renewable resources 

In September’s Deep Dive, some of our lay leaders and staff members wrote about what it means for our church 
to have a vision of ministry, the ways their programs or roles support the vision, and vice versa. In this issue, 
our contributors have been invited to focus on the first vision of ministry and explore the connection between 
engagement, stewardship, and fellowship in our congregation. What is that connection? How do these things 
support each other? 

As your Director of Congregational Life, the connections between engagement, stewardship, and fellowship are 
a big part of my job (my whole job, really), and after seven months in this role, I can see pretty clearly how in-
extricable they are. I see engagement, stewardship, and fellowship as the legs on a three-legged stool. All three 
legs contribute equally to the functioning of the stool, which would be extremely unstable if any of the legs 
were removed. When I break down the specifics of each “leg,” I find many common elements among them. 
Engagement is how we are involved in the life, leadership, and functioning of our congregation, such as attend-
ing Sunday worship and other services, serving on committees/councils and the Board, leading programs, 
teaching RE, participating in or leading fellowship groups and small groups, and attending church events. Stew-
ardship is supporting the life of our church with our time (showing up), talent (putting our individual skills and 
gifts to use where they can be a benefit, like on committees or helping with an event), and treasure (financial 
support). Fellowship is being with one another and developing and deepening relationships, whether it’s shar-
ing a doughnut and hot beverage after worship, in a fellowship-focused group like Living By Heart or a small 
group, while doing committee work, while guiding kids through an RE lesson or activity, or while making and 
serving a meal at an event. Now that I’ve made this list, I’m seeing that, truly, engagement IS stewardship IS 
fellowship IS engagement… and on and on in a never-ending circle. Maybe a better metaphor is that each leg 
of the stool is composed of a mixture of all three things—engagement, stewardship, and fellowship—with the 
legs made stronger and more beautiful by all that goes into them. 

Read on for the rest of our contributors’ take on the connection between engagement, stewardship, and fellow-
ship at BUC, and I invite you to consider your own thoughts on the topic, as well. Thank you for taking this 
Deep Dive with us. 

Sara Constantakis 
Director of 
Congregational Life 
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Abha Dearing 
Co-Director of Music Ministry 

Over twenty years ago, my much-younger self entered the BUC choir loft on an autumn Wednesday, 
eyed the alto section (I could just tell where they sat) and settled in to make volunteer music with some 
delightful, interesting folx.   

The altos were kind, curious, and helpful, double-checking that I had my folder, that I knew which piec-
es beloved long-time Choir Director Dan Boyce would be rehearsing, making sure I had a newly-
sharpened pencil, and could I see ok? Throughout the rehearsal of challenging, fun, and meaningful 
music, there was laughter, teasing, irreverent muttering, and glorious singing. Towards the end of a 
productive and connective rehearsal, one chorister reminded the gathering that rummage was coming 
up and we would be preparing a parody song to sing so don’t be late to rehearsal next week! Another 
singer proudly stated that there were delicious snacks that they had brought and expected everyone to 
partake of in the pavilion as we dispersed. There were last reminders for the Sunday service ahead and 
many people asked me how I felt, and did I have any questions? 

That experience made an indelible mark on my heart and my soul. It felt like coming home. That first 
rehearsal opened the world of Unitarian Universalism to me and made me want to belong to these peo-
ple, to jump into the music-work with them and to get better acquainted with this big variety of people 
from various life-paths who all came together to sing. It was the best church choir I had ever heard.   

A few weeks later, I had that job. 

Since then, I have been discovering and witnessing the innumerable ways we connect to each other 
through the baseline of shared music-making experiences. Congregational singing is a phenomenon 
that has the power to rearrange our cells, fire off energizing synapses, and alter our moods for the bet-
ter.  

(Forgive me for saying this, but...) People who are in the BUC Chalice Choir do not all have stellar solo 
singing voices. What they do have is a voice. One voice. With this one voice, they take a risk every re-
hearsal and contribute their own distinct sound to the many other voices around them. They twist, turn, 
harrumph and bleat, croon and coo, intone and warble, hum and chant their best, because making 
these sounds together feeds the human spirit! They then feel connected to each other, recognizing the 
mutual risk they take, noticing the skill, effort, intention, and improvement behind the singing.   

Choir members appreciate this sense of belonging and often attempt to recreate it in other areas of 
church and life. Fellowship begets commitment, which nurtures behavior, the purpose of which is to 
preserve those spirit-feeding connections. It is a wonderful circle, and I am exceedingly proud to be 
part of it. 
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Steven Dearing 
Co-Director of Music Ministry 

BUC is a job for me, but it is a job with many benefits.  

Abha first “stumbled” upon this job, hearing about the opening for a Choir Director following a concert 
we gave at the Detroit Institute of Arts. Ten years later, Rev. Kathy Hurt asked us to co-direct the posi-
tion when the leadership of the music program was going awry.  

Never in a million years would I ever think I would do church music as part of a livelihood. I am a 
trained classical guitarist and former associate professor of music. I have been fortunate to be a guest 
soloist with orchestras and make recordings that have been played on radio across the globe. 

In my eleven years of service at BUC, I have witnessed both our kids give their Credos in front of the 
congregation, even though Raina’s was virtual due to the pandemic. I have proudly observed both 
Rahk and Raina play instrumental music and sing in front of you all. 

When I see and hear the reactions of the village of people called BUC to our kids’ contributions to any 
given service, I am immediately lit up beyond words. Our kids moved people by sharing their musical 
talents, and even though they don’t know what transpired, I do. 

When I hear folx singing with abandonment to what the band is playing, I feel as though I am floating. 
The energy exchange is joyous and full of pure love. The sanctuary is electric.  

To witness the choir go from the raw beginnings of a challenging work in late fall, full of doubt that they 
will ever do justice to the composer’s intentions, to what they eventually execute on performance day 
is simply miraculous. I get to witness non-musicians making quality music, feeling pride in what they 
were able to accomplish as a team.  

Every music-maker is doing something spiritual when they share their talent with an audience. I get to 
do that almost every Sunday. It is a blessing. 
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Cindy Goldman 
Living By Heart 

One interesting find from the study that inspired a new book, The Good Life: Lessons from the World’s 
Longest Scientific Study of Happiness, has to do with social fitness. Social fitness is at least as important as 
proper nutrition, physical exercise, and adequate sleep. What is social fitness? According to the au-
thors, Robert Waldinger and Marc Schulz, social fitness means cultivating strong connections to others. 
For me, developing social fitness is the purpose and the possible outcome of BUC’s first vision of minis-
try: foster a stronger culture of engagement, stewardship, and fellowship. 

Fellowship groups at BUC bring us together and foster closeness and connection. Engagement is the 
state of engaging at BUC with small groups and the general congregation so that we can cultivate 
meaningful communication. Finally, the stewardship committee works to build good relationships with 
our BUC donors to keep us loyal to our mutual cause. All three work interchangeably with our BUC 
members to promote the greater good of our beloved community. 

With this vision, we are creating meaningful communication, being good stewards for BUC, and creat-
ing an environment of mutual support. Oh, and by the way, we are having a lot of fun doing it. We acti-
vate our social fitness by becoming involved in activities and groups at BUC. This fellowship leads to 
strong connections to each other and the willingness to be good stewards to BUC, which is where we 
can make it all happen! 

By Janette Andrews 
of Living By Heart 

By Kimery Campbell 
of Living By Heart 

Vision of Ministry in Art 

The painting on this newsletter’s front page is by Sookie Darlington of Living by Heart 
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Larry Larson 
Humanists of BUC 

“A Beloved Community”  

To be a community of love, we need to be engaged, seek friendships, and be good stewards. To love is 
to seek relationships that grow. We need each other. Our church needs us and we need our church. 
This interdependence is worthy of our devotion. We need to feel accepted and worthwhile.  

To be a community that grows stronger, we need to be engaged. This means getting involved, partici-
pating, and being actively committed to serving each other and the community. We can be emotionally 
and politically engaged in programs of social justice.  

We need to grow from having acquaintances to friendships. Fellowship is sharing similar interests, ide-
als, and experiences, as, for example, in religious communities. It’s the companionship of peers in a 
congenial atmosphere. It’s a close association of friends.  

Stewardship in a church setting is the careful and responsible management of a church, which has been 
entrusted to our care. We can use our money, time, and skills to support the work of the church. We 
can also be stewards of our environment in the battle over global warming. Religion is the caring for 
our environment and each other. Spiritual growth is our goal through the awareness and appreciation 
of the relationships that bind us together. Our church should be the voice of love, deepening our caring 
relationships with each other, our community, our state, nation, and the world. 
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Donna Larkin Mohr 
President, Board of Trustees 

“Fellowship” 

“Looking at the world around us, happiness may seem an unattainable goal.  As we move into the 
fourth year of a pandemic that has killed millions and continues to threaten health and well-being 
worldwide, compounded by devastating consequences of climate change, spikes in hate crimes, and 
continued fallout from systemic oppression and inequality, there seems little reason to be happy.”  As I 
read, the magazine went on to describe ways to reduce stress and increase happiness.  The story also 
spoke of pursuing hobbies—such as art, music, cooking, or reading—as universally important. 

When I sat down to write this article, the first thing I thought of was Fellowship.  Most Mondays I join 
BUC’s Living By Heart group because it often brings me joy, sometimes gets my creative juices flow-
ing, and makes me realize how listening to the same poem elicits varied responses, because we all have 
different backgrounds and interpret things differently. 

BUC offers us many opportunities to gather with others, to grow friendships, and in doing so, deepen 
our connections.  We join a church for a reason, but we stay for other reasons.  Developing relation-
ships determines if we stay or go.  Sharing our problems and concerns with a good friend helps us de-
velop resilience.  Church offers a bit more than we see on the surface.  

“…an old joke came to mind.  Two goldfish were having a theological argument.  Finally, one chal-
lenged the other.  ‘Okay, if there’s no God, who changes the water?’  The possibility that the world as 
perceived is not the real world is no mere metaphysical speculation.  It may well be the most basic spir-
itual fact.  Not only is it a spiritual fact, but it is also a scientific fact.”  As Unitarian Universalists, we 
search for truth and meaning, and we learn along the way that the searching is often best accomplished 
with others.   

The truth that one of us sees is not always the same for others.  As we explore the questions in commu-
nity, active and thriving fellowship develops.  We clearly recognize that my truth may not be your truth, 
but delving deeply together creates understanding.  We often say there is wisdom in our Unitarian rea-
son and our Universalist love.  There is also joy—most of which naturally evolves as our fellowship 
evolves.  Let us join together, explore the unknown, ask many questions, and find joy. 
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Jane O’Neil 
Social and Environmental Justice/Environmental Action 
 

In 1675, Isaac Newton wrote in a letter, “If I have seen further [than others], it is by standing on the 
shoulders of giants.” The “giants” were others who went before him and made intellectual progress 
which Newton built upon in making his discoveries. I so often feel that way when I think of BUC and 
the actions of others who came before me and have done so much for this congregation. Of course you 
know I am thinking of the Green Sanctuary members who replaced windows, researched solar panels, 
and put in high-efficiency light bulbs. And of the leaders who conceived and installed our beautiful prai-
rie in Capek Woods. But I am also thinking of all of the other BUC members who made improvements 
in our building and processes and created programs that are still going strong today. They all knew 
that their actions at that time would benefit all of us in the future.   

This is the embodiment of engagement and stewardship—doing something now to provide a benefit 
that you may never see—planting trees under whose shade you may never sit.   

Every single environmental action embodies these principles. Even if we are able to turn the tide on 
climate change, those of us on the other side of middle age may never see the resulting benefits. We do 
this on faith that it is the right thing, that it needs to be done, and that it will have an impact.   

The fellowship we gain by doing the work together as a committee and as a congregation may be the 
greatest benefit. Working side by side with others of like mind, who become our friends and members 
of our own beloved communities, is the act of weaving the fabric of that community. Every strand of 
action brings us closer together. 

I have heard it said that the best time to plant a tree is 25 years ago, and the next best time to plant a 
tree is today. The BUC members who planted trees—literally and figuratively, 25 or 50 years ago—are 
still in fellowship with those of us gearing up to plant trees this spring. And the beat goes on. 
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Mary Samal 
Sunday “Morning” Discussion Group 
 

A late friend of mine used to say that the family was a gym where children could safely practice living 
as good human beings. Likewise, I think the weekly Sunday “Morning” Discussion Group allows Uni-
tarian Universalists to practice their principles.   

Each weekly discussion is a free and responsible search for truth and meaning. The topics chosen have 
touched on a wide range of human experience—the theological, philosophical, political, and personal. 
They have ranged from the sublime to the mundane. For example, one week, “What makes us happy?” 
was the suggested topic, and another time it was “Besides eating to satisfy hunger/basic needs, why do 
we eat?” One Sunday, the group was busy ascertaining the difference between truth and lies—not in 
court, but in life. 

The group honors the use of the democratic process in words and, more importantly, in deeds. Anyone 
can suggest a discussion topic. Then the group, by majority vote, chooses what it will discuss. Honor-
ing the inherent worth and dignity of every person, each participant has the same two minutes to 
speak. They may talk again after everyone has had to opportunity to state their opinion. Requiring that 
participants be quiet and listen to each other is a step in accepting one another and fostering justice, 
equity, and compassion in human relations. 

Each discussion for me, and I suspect for other participants, is a practice session to live as a Unitarian 
Universalist. We constantly learn many lessons: to listen carefully to others, even when they express 
views we do not share; hold our tongues while others speak; and form our opinions carefully and 
thoughtfully. We also manage to laugh at ourselves and along with each other.   
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Brian Schandevel 
Music Committee 

I joined the church in 1998 with my life partner, Barb. Up to that time, I had been on the hunt for a new 
faith community to join—the operative word being “community.” In the wake of a personal tragedy in 
1991, I began to seriously question some of the beliefs I was holding in the doctrines of the church of 
my childhood. I honestly felt many of these doctrines were no longer relevant to my current thinking 
and values as an adult. In 1998, when searching for a church in which to be married, we discovered 
BUC and Unitarian Universalism. I found in Unitarian Universalism the freedom to explore my own 
spiritual pathway, and Barb and I thought the UU principles applied to our new life together and all 
life. The hospitality extended to Barb and me by the BUC community early on led us into engagement 
with various social groups, including “Round Robin Dinners” (now called “Sharing Dinners”), a bicy-
cling group (‘Outsiders”), greeters, and ushers. Joining these groups helped us to form relationships 
and develop friendships that we cherish to this day. 

I believe the separation of church and state, as written in our nation’s constitution, is vital for our reli-
gious freedom. It’s one reason that religious organizations rely on the support of their members, and 
not the state, to continue to function in line with their overarching principles and values. A deeper en-
gagement with BUC through the years has helped to instill feelings of both personal and social agen-
cy. I feel that what I do here can make a difference, however small or subtle, toward the good. As I ac-
tively engage with my church, I witness the tangible benefits of our community working together in its 
mission. I feel that I understand the outside world a little better, considering my values, and I desire to 
sustain BUC in the future. We belong to a living, dynamic faith tradition that becomes a resource that 
can help us bring to life a better world, now and in the future. We also have a caring community to help 
us heal when we’ve been knocked down. This, for me, forms stewardship: a personal commitment to 
share time, talent, and treasure, as I am able.   

Finally, on an even deeper level of engagement, there is fellowship. I love the fact that our church is 
composed of a diversity of individual worldviews and that our first principle is that we affirm and pro-
mote the inherent worth and dignity of every person. I’ve had opportunities to share my mind, body, 
and spirit at a deeper level through various fellowship groups at BUC, including Small Group Fellow-
ship, through music, and in thoughtful interactions with others at church. I’ve also been the grateful re-
cipient of pastoral care during a serious health crisis a few years back. BUC continues working on be-
coming a Beloved Community!           

Annette and Eric Sargent 
Stewardship Committee 

Stewardship Haiku 
 
Stewardship pledges: 
A yearly promise renewed. 
Daffodils blossom 
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Kris Schreck 
Membership 

The first of BUC’s three visions of ministry includes three elements: engagement, stewardship, and fel-
lowship. The vision only succeeds when all three are healthy components of our congregation. From 
the perspective of the Membership Committee, “engagement” would be the easy choice to center in 
the equation: engagement = fellowship + stewardship. After all, the mission of Membership is to create 
a welcoming environment, build connections, nurture a sense of belonging, and encourage develop-
ment of relationships. We act as ambassadors, mentors, and guides—including welcoming newcomers 
and encouraging meaningful engagement within the community. Why wouldn’t we focus on engage-
ment? 

But engagement requires established fellowship: large and small groups of individuals who gather to 
learn, discuss, and serve a common interest. Engaging newcomers requires a soft landing place where 
they can explore, meet new people, and feel comfortable enough to find their spiritual home at BUC. 
And the only way to have healthy, established fellowship is through stewardship—both human re-
sources and funding to support the wide spectrum of BUC programming we enjoy. Without steward-
ship of BUC’s programming, we cannot enjoy fellowship. If either of these components is missing or 
unhealthy, there can be no engagement. 

As a committee focused on engagement, we rely on the good work of others within our community to 
build and maintain fellowship groups, which are only made possible through stewardship. And yet, 
what purpose do fellowship and stewardship serve if BUC lacks engagement? Throughout this church 
year, the Membership Committee has been participating in a brainstorming exercise to explore our 
alignment with each of our three visions of ministry. It’s a way for us to understand what we’re doing 
well and where we have work to do. Our brainstorming ultimately centered all three elements of the 
first vision: engagement, fellowship, and stewardship. And while we may feel most comfortable with 
engagement, we know this work is dependent upon the other two—thus connecting all three elements 
of our first vision of ministry. 
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Amy Smalley 
Revenue Committee 

As I’ve pondered our first vision of ministry—both randomly and in preparation for writing this reflec-
tion—I find engagement, stewardship, and fellowship impossible to put into their own silos with dis-
crete definitions. There is a great deal of overlap, and that’s the idea! My mind puts these three con-
cepts into a triangle with bi-directional movement on each side (like the time/scope/cost project trian-
gle, for all the project managers out there). Each point on the triangle has the ability to energize the 
other two: 

· Engagement at its most energized level gives us active, committed participants in all aspects of 
stewardship and fellowship, Sundays and beyond. Engagement goes beyond showing up to being 
involved. 

· Stewardship at its most energized level gives us all the resources to provide the programming and 
facility where engagement and fellowship happen. Stewardship is the physical and financial support 
of our church. 

· Fellowship at its most energized level gives us the camaraderie and beloved community that sus-
tain engagement and stewardship. Fellowship forges the connections that people often cite as a 
main reason they love BUC. 

Together, engagement, stewardship, and fellowship make church happen! I look forward to reading the 
other reflections as a collective call for us all to lean into our first vision of ministry and make it our re-
ality. 
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Shannon Snideman 
Director of Religious Education 

This year is a year of growth, especially for the Religious Education program. For two years, how we “did 
church” was so different from how it was done before. It required us to think critically and strategically about 
how people engage with BUC, how people continue to be stewards to BUC, and how people gather in fellowship. 
This, of course, had a profound impact on how children and youth participated in religious education. As jarring 
as it was to have had to completely shift how things are done, it provided new opportunities for engagement, 
stewardship, and fellowship. 

RE program participants are continuing to engage with BUC, both in-person and remotely. Though many choose 
to attend RE in-person, our 6th-12th graders have the option to participate in RE remotely via Zoom and with 
the help of Google applications like Jamboard. Thankfully, we are able to provide safe opportunities for children 
and youth to gather in programs like Sunday morning RE classes, and we also saw the return of the Our Whole 
Lives program. We are still adapting to the changes in how people choose to engage with BUC, which in turn 
changes how programs are offered and facilitated. Nonetheless, we are building BUC’s RE program on campus, 
online, and out in the world. 

In addition to engagement, fellowship certainly has been impacted by the changes brought on by the pandemic. 
However, we have been working hard to offer fellowship opportunities for UU youth, like BUC’s Game Night 
and the Teen Nights with Northwest Unitarian Universalist Congregation. DREs across the state know how im-
portant interfaith fellowship is to youth spiritual development, and we are eager to support youth leadership and 
empowerment through conferences and retreats. 2022 also saw the return of the middle-school retreat to Mystic 
Lake, and this year the Heartland Area Youth Council is hosting a youth leadership incubator to help empower 
youth to organize their own cons. As we continue to navigate the challenges of overnight gatherings in the ongo-
ing pandemic, we are working to offer more opportunities for youth to gather for an afternoon or evening of fel-
lowship. 

Your continued support of BUC’s Religious Education program is so vital. Your time, talents, and treasures help 
to foster the spiritual development of the incredible children and youth who are a part of this community, and 
will continue to help build the BUC community. It is truly such an honor to be in the presence of these young 
people as we all journey toward love and building the Beloved Community here at BUC. Stepping into the RE 
classroom to facilitate this spiritual development is an excellent opportunity to see just how inspiring they are. 
RE teachers and advisors, I am eternally grateful for your commitment to facilitating these important discussions 
and experiences.  

Giving time and talent is just as impactful as giving treasure, and there are opportunities for the BUC community 
to support the RE program directly through our annual fundraisers. The impacts of your gifts touch more people 
than just those directly involved in the RE program. We recently heard about the acts of big-heartedness that 
came out of our fall poinsettia sale. In addition to ordering poinsettias or other holiday plants for yourself, you 
can choose to order a poinsettia that is delivered to someone else at random, as determined by the Pastoral 
Care team. The RE Council facilitated the delivery of several poinsettias, ensuring that this gift of love and kind-
ness made its way to someone in the BUC community. At the same time, your gift meant a lot for the growth of 
the RE program. 

We are also excited to bring back a time-honored tradition: Bake-Off! It’s an excellent opportunity to engage in 
stewardship and fellowship with the BUC community. I’m personally looking forward to seeing all of the baked 
goods, sweet treats, hearty soups, and beautiful cards that will soon make their way into Hodas Hall. I hope that 
you will be able to join us and enjoy all of the different ways that we can support BUC’s RE program. 


